	
  

Greetings!
We hope all of you are enjoying a nice, long holiday.
This is Chaeeun Won and Ra Won Park from 12th grade.
As seniors, we had always been willing to do something meaningful for the lower classmen
and now we are writing to you as what we’d been hoping for is about to come true.
Nowadays, a lot of students, regardless of their age groups, have been participating in
different competitions and conferences very diligently. Seeing quite a handful of middle
school students participating in conferences which we’ve been to, we really started to realize
their eagerness to participate and take advantage of these opportunities. Thus, we came to the
decision that it would be fair and reasonable for us to give the equal opportunities to the
middle school students, not just to high school students, to participate in Dalton Model
United Nations conference we are about to hold at CDS.
By providing this chance, we believe that we will be able to help those students in MUN club
for their extracurricular activity class as this conference will be a less burdensome conference
to begin their first MUN experience at. On top of that, even those who are not a part of the
MUN club will also be welcomed to apply to participate in DMUN.
For these reasons, we have selected Chairs and Secretariat members while placing any CDS
candidates at an advantage. And now we are willing to pass on the chance to delegates. As
our priority is set for providing opportunities to those who are new to MUN, the quality of
our conference may be not as high as some may expect it to be. However, the fact that this is
an in-school activity and we will be providing assistance to those from CDS until the
conference sets this MUN apart from any others.
Also, to all of those people participate in this MUN will receive certificates confirmed by the
school and delegates who show outstanding performance in each committee throughout the
conference will be presented with awards as well as certificates they receive. Moreover, we
would like to ensure that this MUN conference will take place over March 28 posing no
hindrance to school life in any possible ways.
Additionally, we would like to promise that we will take the responsibility to educate and
train those students who are new to MUN in order to get them fully prepared for the
upcoming conference in March.
For those who are willing to, please click the link below and fill out the application form
(https://docs.google.com/forms/d/13-rqjUBVk2nz3YPoqvYB3TIr4ZBxf_IluNA7hUmucQ/viewform?usp=send_form)
Thank you for your attention and we hope to see a lot of involvement from the .
If you have any inquiry, please do not hesitate to contact us through munatcds@gmail.com.
Within the email, please include the student’s name and grade. We will work towards
replying to those emails as soon as possible.

